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An if^xartant characteristic of coctpu tcr~cou?l«d automated 

activation analysis is the speed with which a typical acmple nay 
bo processcd. The Mark IX System3* of the Activation Analysis Ra- 

search Laboratory was assigned to exploit to the fullest this 

characteristic in order to oaks possible tha corporative analysis 

of a large number of similar samples. In the initial study, it 

bocaco appsurent that the conventional methods of data readout in* 

posaa a serious restriction on the mlntmun handling time per sample * 

In .previous automatic systems* such as tho A.A.R.L. Mark X~Xa*, 
initial readout is onto paper tape with a subsequent transfer to
IZli cards. Saddling the Mark XI System with such a time-consuming 

process could nullify the gains cede in other portions of the system*
This* and other consideration, led to the investigation of a more 
desirable rcans of data transfer.
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Tho ideal readout device for an automatic computer-coupled 

eystca would contribute nothing to the ©ample cycle, introduce no 

data distortion, and prepare the date for direct computer entry*

A dote coupler fulfilling those requirements was constructed to 
citrate Interned!ete to the data accumulation system end the era- 
m * - t**r 14̂ 4# unit#

data sources in the Itork 21 fyotoa include throe 400-cha*\a©l 
ans.lyse? iOsorios, a real tlaa clock, e live tins clock, end o 
sar..?lo identification unit* Information from each of those sources 
consists of sequences of 24 parallel bits in BCD fora. Each group 
ol 24 hitu from the analyser taeirory represents the storage in a 
oirxjlo channel.

The oovon taps channels are designated C, B, A, 8, 4, 2, and 

1. Euaoricai data are written in channels 8, 4, 2, and 1. Chan

e l s  A and B are used for code bits to identify to source of each 
character* A redundancy bit is recorded in channel c. Tho seven 
parallel bits form a tape character, while sir tape characters con
stitute a tape word#

The data coupler performs the following functions t
1# provides gating crapetibility for all data lines*

2. accepts data frra the appropriate source at the proper
tins,

t



3. ra-establishes thm logical voltage levels to conform to 
the requirements of tl« tape unit*

4« provides a start signal to the taps mitt
5* assembles •ach group of 34 bits into 4 characters of 4 

bits each* and presents o character to the tape emit each 
€7.2 microseconds!

0. inserts cods and check bits into each taps character y
7. rectos address advance pulses to the proper analyser at 

the conclusion of each tape word*
0. stops the taps w i t  %dma all inforwation has b a m  transferred!
9. rotifies the Mark XI master control unit that tbs transfer 

is complete.
?o simplify gating* the coupler provides temporary storage of 

each 24-bit word in a shift register consisting of 24 bistable 
triggers arranged in a 4 x 0 matrix. The outputs frees the top four 
triggers conditions the tape imorssation busses. A response pulse* 
derived from the tape unit* is used to shift the contents of the 
register up one row following the acceptance of each tape character.
^cch sixth response pulse advances the address of the analyser memory 
ind reloads the shift register. The process continues until all 
s^aory data has been transferred. Since the tape unit writes at an 
pproxiaato rate of one word each 400 microseconds, the entire contents



of a four hundred channel memory nay bo transferred in 0*1$ seconds 
with a cor raoponding redaction for feutr channels. Sine® the road-* 
out may occur >lay 1 tancoualy with other operations of the system,
It effectively contributes nothing to tho handling tins por cample.

'The coupler continuously monitors the liark XX coster control
unit in order to eocurtain the proper tlas to transfer each particular

■*

hiZG’.Z of data. Selection of the deserved source is by means of con
ventional diodo-roeistor gates.

Vho source of the data determines the necessary coding. All 
data pertinent to samples processed in analyser #1 is oecos^anicd 
by a bit in the A channel of the tape unit! a bit in D channel ac- 
cctpanieo analyser #2 datxjr and bits in both c&anftel* accompanies 
analyror 03 data. The position of a tape word in a record identi
fies it as clock data, etc. Once the computer has established the 
identity and accuracy of each tape character, ail code and check 
lists are renevod.

Although the coupler was designed to bo a part of the Kaxk XZ 
iysteal, it has frequently boon used in conjunct,4 on with a single 
szulti-channol analyser in the study of short-lived isotopes. She 
rapid readout makes it possible to obtain any number of successive 
spectra separated in tiaa by 0.16 seconds. By making each securmla- 
tion time sufficiently short end measuring the exact live time for
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cash lruH% idttal «ec*£*ulatio?i♦ it is po>iifeit to flttlla * 
independent of dead timm*

UhllM too coupler wa« sot designed to have W U
eior»# the ©stood soy to adopted by any laboratory having
a co^ratar taps salt* to s sing!* *tlU
tbs coupler circuitry say to con alder ably stop U I t o .
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